UNIDOS MN
WHO we are:

Unidos MN (also known as Navigate MN) is a grassroots organization that builds power for Minnesota's working families to advance social, racial and economic justice for all.
COMMUNITY Organizing and Community Cultural Work (narrative, story-telling, popular education and art) for System Change that seeks to transform the systems and power structures impacting our communities by building relationships to modify rules and make our systems and structures truly accountable to all of us.

LEADERSHIP development from the grassroots where working families and mixed status Latinxs honor our community cultural wealth and contributions to provide community-led strategies and solutions.

POWER We build POWER through base building campaigns and develop community members’ abilities to lead our organization, our movement, and our society. We develop a shared sense of the problem/root-cause and we make visible where our power comes from: the people.
Vision

We envision a Minnesota where:

● Everyone's inherent dignity and worth, regardless of age, race, class, gender identity, dis/ability and/or immigration status is recognized, dignified, and respected.

● Strong grassroots power shapes structures, systems, and institutions.

● Latine/xs are rooted unapologetically in our cultural identity through stories, legacies and traditions that were gifted by our ancestors and continue to be gifted for the generations to come.

● Latine/xs United with siblings from all backgrounds against oppression of all kinds as part of movements for justice and self-determination for all people.
We are a statewide organization with offices in Mankato, St Cloud, Minneapolis and Worthington.
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